ABSTRACT This paper identifies limits on the growth of a rock-ice planetary core by the accretion of small solids from a gaseous disk. Pebbles falling into a gaseous envelope disintegrate into small grains long before reaching the core, due to sublimation, mutual collisions, and sandblasting. The sublimation of water ice creates a temperature plateau in the envelope, and a strong inward peak in the density of hydrogen and water vapor. But the high accretion rate needed to build the core implies a high envelope metallicity and grain opacity, effectively shutting off radiative cooling and pushing convective motions out beyond the Bondi radius. Then the convective expulsion of dust-enriched gas can compensate ongoing accretion of pebbles and cooler metal-poor gas, effectively quenching protoplanet growth. We construct a time-dependent model of the envelope that includes ongoing accretion, pebble destruction, convection in the mixing-length approximation, dust transport and size evolution, radiative diffusion with a realistic dust opacity, feedback of sublimation on the thermodynamics of the envelope, multiple luminosity sources, and tabulated equations of state for hydrogen and water. We find that convection reaches beyond the Bondi radius of a 0.1 M ⊕ core for a planetesimal accretion rate as small as 0.1% of the pebble accretion rate. Then the envelope remains relatively light and is susceptible to expulsion by collision with a single intermediatemass object. A growing core will be accompanied by an accumulation of dust-enriched and heavily processed gas near its orbit. The enhancement found in the envelope metal abundance during pebble accretion from a gas-rich disk appears more conducive to the formation of gas giants rather than ice giants.
INTRODUCTION
The formation of the giant planets in our solar system through core accretion (Pollack et al. 1996) has long presented a theoretical challenge: the need to assemble up to 10-30 M ⊕ in ice and silicates within a low density environment before the disk dissipates. The accretion of small, collisional "pebbles" has been suggested as a more efficient channel for mass growth than the accretion of 1-10 km-sized planetesimals, being enhanced either by collisional cooling of the pebbles in the disk (Goldreich et al. 2004) or by gas drag (Ormel & Klahr 2010; Lambrechts & Johansen 2012) . Particles of mm-cm size can drift rapidly through dilute gas across the planetary Hill radius, but are small enough to be destroyed by fragmentation during collisions with other pebbles, or with dust grains embedded in the gas (Jacquet & Thompson 2014) . Full destruction is almost assured once pebbles reach the hydrostatic gaseous envelope surrounding a growing planetary core (Pollack et al. 1986; Podolak, Pollack, & Reynolds 1988; Venturini, Alibert, & Benz 2016; Brouwers et al. 2018 ). This inhibits the direct incorporation of water or silicates into the core, but does allow enrichment in dust and the extraction of heat from the gaseous component through ice sublimation (Stevenson 1984; Hori & Ikoma 2011; Chambers 2017 ).
Here we re-examine how rapidly pebbles are destroyed in the vicinity of a low-mass planetary core, and investigate whether the envelope can retain accreted pebble material. On the one hand, pebble destruction occurs where the latent heat of ice sublimation greatly exceeds the internal heat of the surrounding gas, so that pebble accretion allows the envelope to contract and its mass to grow substantially. On the other hand, the retention of gas and solids depends on efficient radiative cooling (Lee & Chiang 2015) . When cooling is weak, Ormel, Shi, & Kuiper (2015) and Alibert (2017) showed using 3D hydrodynamic simulations that the accreted envelope surrounding a core behaves like an open system, with the envelope material continually being recycled back into the disk. As a result, the accretion of pebbles from the neighboring disk into a bound, quasi-spherical envelope (concentrated inside the Bondi radius of the planetary core) may be intrinsically inefficient (Popovas et al. 2018; Kuwahara et al. 2019 ).
Here we demonstrate i) an even stronger suppression of direct pebble accretion onto the core than has previously been obtained; and ii) a limitation on envelope growth due to the reflux of gas and dust by convective motions back into the disk. Rapid pebble accretion causes a strong increase in dust radiative opacity, potentially pushing the convective motions out beyond the Bondi radius. In this situation, heat is expelled from the envelope not by radiative cooling through a hydrostatic photosphere, but instead by advection beyond the radius of gravitational influence of the core. The convective speeds in the surrounding envelope are high enough for collisions to reduce the size of embedded grains to the micron scale, in contrast with models predicting significantly bigger dust particles (Ormel 2014; Mordasini 2014) . Embedded solids therefore are expelled into the disk along with excess heat; the equilibrium mass fraction of dust and water in the envelope is determined by balancing pebble accretion with convective expulsion of dust.
We develop a detailed spherical and hydrostatic model of such a dynamic envelope, including the effects of pebble accretion, mutual particle collisions, a realistic equation of state for hydrogen/helium gas and water vapor, convective and radiative heat transport (with a self-consistent dust opacity that adjusts to the equilibrium particle size), and the exchange of heat between solid ice and a mixture of hydrogen, helium, and water vapor. Starting with some illustrative estimates in Section 2, we then describe the numerical model in Section 3, present results in Section 4, and summarize in Section 5. Throughout this paper, we use the shorthand X = X n × 10 n , where quantity X is presented in c.g.s. units.
INTRODUCTORY ESTIMATES
Our model is schematically illustrated in Figure 1 . Pebbles experience destructive collisions passing through dust-rich gas near the outer boundary of the bound envelope. High-speed collisions with dust grains embedded in the gas effectively sandblast away the pebble material. A lower bound on the pebble drift speed through the gas at a distance r ∼ R B ∼ GM c /c 2 g from a growing core of mass
Here c g is the ambient gas sound speed, τ stop the pebble stopping time, and G Newton's constant. When the pebble radius a is smaller than the gas mean free path, τ stop ∼ ρ s a/ρ g c g , where ρ s is the pebble density. Near the ice line in a protoplanetary disk, when approximately a Jupiter mass of gas remains, one expects a gas density ρ g ∼ 10 −11 g cm −3 , and
This speed is high enough that each collision with a grain is expected to liberate 10 − 100 times the grain mass from the pebble surface (Jacquet & Thompson 2014) . Infalling pebbles intersect a column
of grains of mass fraction X d , which are effectively stuck in the gas and whose density exponentiates in response to the pebble ablation. This column is high enough that, combined with a large mass-loss multiplicity, each mm-cm sized pebble is destroyed already near the outer boundary of the envelope.
Stirring by convective motions drives even higher collision speeds. Our focus is on a low-mass core (M c ∼ 0.1 M ⊕ ) embedded in a H 2 /He-rich disk, while the core is continuing to gain material rich in water and silicates. Setting aside for the moment the form in which this material is transported through the envelope, growth on a time t acc implies an outward luminosity ∼ GM 2 c /R c t acc from a core of radius R c . Growth within a protoplanetary disk implies that t acc 1 Myr. Then the convective Mach number reaches is
c,9 (t acc /Myr) −1/3 at the Bondi radius. The turbulent acceleration of particles within these dynamic gas flows is high enough to prevent fragmented particles from re-sticking, thereby maintaining a dense population of sub-micron sized grains.
Our calculations support a second channel for planetary growth, namely the extraction of internal heat from the envelope by ice sublimation near its outer boundary. This creates a temperature plateau in the outer envelope, and allows an exponential rise in the gas density below the sublimation layer. As a result, the ice-rich envelope can continue to gain mass as it retains thermal contact with the surrounding disk. However, if the medium feeding the envelope has a Solar composition, then we find that the envelope retains a non-negligible component of light gases even for a sub-Earth core mass -indeed, higher than is consistent with the composition of Uranus and Neptune.
Our final consideration in this introductory section involves our handling of energy transport in the envelope, at a stage when its mass remains far below the core mass. We use a simplified transport model in which the temperature gradient is the minimum of the adiabatic gradient and the radiative gradient. Starting from a state with an outer radiative layer, we find that most of the pebble mass is deposited in this outer layer. The growth in mean molecular weight creates an additional source of instability near the radiative-convective boundary, and enhances the growth of the convective layer Figure 1 . A schematic illustration of our numerical model. In panel A, accreted pebbles are sandblasted into small dust in the outer radiative layer of the hydrostatic gas envelope surrounding a condensed core that is embedded in a protoplanetary disk. In panel B, the rising dust abundance, coupled with the inward secular drift of the grains, increases the opacity and pushes the radiative-convective boundary outward. In panel C, the runaway increase in dust abundance has pushed the radiative-convective boundary out to the Bondi radius. In panel D, convection extends beyond the Bondi radius and effectively ejects dust-enriched gas back into the disk, stalling the growth of the envelope.
both by reducing the radiative energy flux and through salt-finger mixing across the boundary. This second effect is not taken into account in our calculations. Even if a majority of the pebble material were deposited in the convective layer, it would rapidly mix within a much larger mass as compared with the outer radiative shell, thereby suppressing the relative growth of the mean molecular weight in the convective layer. Finally, the thermal timescale in the outer envelope is very short. In a situation where the pebble mass is large enough for the pebbles to be deposited entirely in the convective layer, leading to the appearance of a stabilizing mean molecular weight gradient at its outer boundary, a small continued injection of heat will still force the convective layer to expand. Supposing heat to be trapped, and a fixed mass ∆M of lower mean molecular weight material to sit outside a radius R con , a fractional change δs/s in the entropy function s = P/ρ γ drives a relatively large expansion δR con /R con ∼ (3M con /∆M )(R con /R c )δs/s δs/s, where M con is the mass of the convective layer. For all of the preceding reasons, we neglect the influence of a mean molecular weight gradient on the radiative-convective transition (explored for example by Théado & Vauclair 2012; Leconte & Chabrier 2012; Vazan et al. 2016; Lozovsky et al. 2017) , except through its indirect effect on the opacity.
NUMERICAL MODEL
We begin by describing a spherical hydrostatic model of the gaseous envelope surrounding a growing rock-ice core, which is embedded in a protoplanetary disk. A spherical approximation to the envelope structure is well motivated inside the Bondi radius, as defined by the core mass and ambient disk gas temperature. The envelope metallicity generally exceeds the Solar value, being dominated in the outer parts by solid grains and in the inner parts by water and silicate vapor derived by pebble accretion. A luminosity L tot (r) is transported through the envelope by a combination of convection and radiative diffusion.
Atmospheric Structure
The evolution of the envelope is calculated using a sequence of static spherical models, governed by the equations of hydrostatic equilibrium and thermal diffusion,
and
Here P and T are total pressure and temperature, and M (r) the enclosed mass. The temperature gradient ∇ ≡ d log T /d log P is taken to be the minimum of the radiative and adiabatic gradients,
as defined below. The gas mass density is determined from P and T ,
We numerically split the envelope into two parts. 1. An interior zone where water ice is absent, where we use tabulated equations of state (EOSs). For water vapor we use the NIST/STEAM V3.0 EOS (Harvey & Lemmon 2013), and for H 2 /He the EOS of Saumon, Chabrier, & van Horn (1995) . 2. The outer envelope, where ice is present but the gases are dilute, and a simpler ideal gas approximation is adopted for both water vapor and H 2 /He.
The density of a hydrogen/helium/water vapor mixture is calculated using the additive-volume rule, 1
Here X H and X H 2 O,v = 1−X H −X d are the mass fractions of H 2 /He and water vapor, and X d the mass fraction in solid dust, X d = X ice + X sil . Note that we ignore the effects of silicate sublimation 1 on the structure of the inner envelope, which typically does not reach 1500 K for our fiducial low-mass core, and assume that H 2 /He and water are the sole gaseous components in the atmosphere. Turbulent mixing adjusts the total H 2 O mass fraction in vapor and ice components to a nearly uniform value in the convection zone,
const. The mean dust mass densityρ d is evolved separately, as described below.
The sublimation of water ice extracts heat from the gas, according to the heat equation
where s is the specific entropy, l H 2 O = 2.3 × 10 10 erg g −1 is the latent heat of sublimation and C p is the specific heat at constant pressure,
Here we take µ H = 2.3 m u to represent a H 2 /He mixture, and µ H 2 O is the mass of a water molecule. Substituting this into the heat equation above and inserting the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium gives a fourth identity to supplement Equations (1), (2), (3) and (5),
The adiabatic gradient ∇ ad is now defined as follows. The total pressure in the water sublimation zone is
where P sat
is the saturation pressure, P 0 H 2 O = 3.6 × 10 13 dyne cm −2 . Differentiating Equation (9) with respect to radius and combining with the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium gives
Combining this with Equation (8) gives
where
and C p is given by Equation (7). Finally,
We emphasis that Equation (11) is only valid in the water ice sublimation zone, where H 2 /He gas and water vapor are approximated as ideal gases. In the inner envelope, where ice has entirely vanished, ∇ ad is retrieved directly from the tabuled EOSs. The radiative temperature gradient is computed throughout the envelope as
is the net gas + dust opacity. The radiative luminosity is
where R sub is radius inside of which water ice disappears. We distinguish the accretion luminosity in pebbles (mass accretion rateṀ p )
from that in larger planetesimals which can fully penetrate the envelope,
The hydrostatic contraction luminosity L KH of the core and inner envelope is typically negligible compared with these two preceding luminosities, for the relevant density (ρ 1 g cm −3 ) and opacity (κ 1 cm 2 g −1 ; Lee & Chiang 2015) . Finally L 26Al is the luminosity emitted from the envelope due to the decay of 26 Al contained in dust within the envelope,
Here τ 26Al = 1.0 Myr. The gas opacity κ g is represented following Equations (3)- (5) in Freedman et al. (2014) . This prescription depends on the gas metallicity and is thus suitable for a water vapor-enriched atmosphere. One defines
where log 10 (κ lowP ) =c 1 tan −1 (log 10 T − c 2 ) − c 3 log 10 P + c 4 e (log 10 T −c 5 )
and log 10 (κ highP ) =c 8 + c 9 log 10 T + c 10 (log 10 T ) 2 + log 10 P (c 11 + c 12 log 10 T ) where c xx are the coefficients shown in Table 1 and "met" is the gas metallicity. The grain opacity is taken to be the minimum of twice the geometric opacity and the Rosseland mean small-grain opacity κ d,R derived in Appendix A,
Here, κ geom = 3X d /4ρ s a for spherical grains of radius a, material density ρ s , and mass X d per unit total mass, and
where λ max (T ) ≡ hc/4.95 kT is the peak wavelength in the Planck function. The coefficient Q = 0.35 for small silicate-carbon grains, but is a factor ∼ 1/(6 − 7) smaller when these grains are coated with an icy mantle.
Solid Particle Dynamics
Solid particles in the envelope are divided into two components: large pebbles (of radius a ∼ mm) which are injected by accretion inside the Bondi radius, and dust grains which are produced by highvelocity collisions between pebbles, as well as by 'sandblasting' of pebbles by collisions with other grains embedded in the gas.
Pebble Dynamics
Pebbles are less tightly coupled to the gas than the smaller grains, and so drift more rapidly with respect to the local gas flow. Nonetheless, mm-sized pebbles are at least marginally coupled to the convective motions in the outer envelope. The mean free path between gas molecules is
g,−11 cm in the outer envelope. Here σ H ∼ 3 × 10 −15 cm −2 is the collision cross section of H 2 molecules. As a result, g > a and the drag force acting on a pebble moving at speed ∆V through the gas is
where v th ∼ 1.6c g = 1.6(kT /µ g ) 1/2 is the mean thermal speed of a gas molecule. When instead the particle is larger than g , but ∆V is much smaller than the gas sound speed, the drag is in the Stokes regime,
where η (1/3)ρ g v th g is the viscosity. For the stopping time τ stop = (4π/3)ρ s a 3 ∆V /|F D | we use the interpolation formula
We take into account the erosion of pebbles by two effects: sublimation and sandblasting. Pebbles will sublimate as they drift inward into the hotter parts of the envelope, shrinking at the rate (Podolak, Pollack, & Reynolds 1988) 
Here, the numerical factor matches the measured sublimation rate at low pressure (Haynes et al. 1992 ). In addition, as pebbles drift into the envelope, they will be sandblasted by small dust particles coupled to the gas (Jacquet & Thompson 2014 ). This will result in the mass loss rate:
In the above Y (∆V ) is a yield factor controlling the pebble mass ejected per collision,
where V f is the fragmentation velocity, and α = 1.65 is an index determined by laboratory experiments (Holsapple 1993) . In our atmosphere models Y = O(10) in the outer pebble destruction zone.
Dust Size as Limited by Fragmentation and Collision Rate
We represent the size the of the embedded dust particles in the following way. Dust grains in the upper envelope are stirred rapidly by turbulence and experience significant reduction in size by fragmentation. The critical size for fragmentation grows in the inner envelope, so that the size of particles may be limited by the rate of binary collisions. Finally, when the convective energy flux drops below a critical value, the collision speed between particles may be dominated by the direct gravitational acceleration.
First, consider collisions between grains that are exposed to convectively driven turbulence. Neglecting the effects of rotation, the eddy speed at a scale r is V t ∼ V con ( /r) 1/3 . Small particles with stopping time τ stop decouple from the convective eddies at a scale where /V t ∼ τ stop , and collide with each other at a speed ∆V ∼ V t ∼ V con (V con τ stop /r) 1/2 . This collision speed decreases as the particles lose mass, until the threshold for fragmentation is reached. Equating ∆V with the fragmentation speed V f gives τ stop V con /r ∼ (V f /V con ) 2 . The fragmentation velocity depends on chemical composition, size, porosity, and other factors. Here we simply use 100 cm s −1 and 1000 cm s −1 , respectively, for dust and ice aggregates (Blum & Wurm 2008; Wada et al. 2008 Wada et al. , 2009 ). The size-dependent stopping time is related to V f and L con via
When the direct gravitational acceleration dominates turbulent stirring, the particle drift speed is instead ∆V = τ stop GM (r)/r 2 ; hence at the threshold for fragmentation,
The maximum particle radius a f (r) is obtained by taking the minimum of the right-hand sides of Equations (31) and (32). Typically we find that turbulent stirring dominates near the Bondi radius; hence a f increases inward until Equation (32) dominates. The convective motions transport embedded particles inward from the Bondi radius toward the core. After an initial phase of collisional breakdown in the outermost envelope, the threshold size for fragmentation increases inward (see Section 4). Inflowing particles reach this threshold only if two conditions are satisfied: first, the mean free time for collisions between similarly sized particles τ col must remain smaller than the convective time; and, second, the particles must not be so large and compact that that they bounce rather than stick. The second condition is a complicated one, in that it depends on the porosity of the particles (Blum & Wurm 2008; Okuzumi et al. 2012) . We therefore only apply the first constraint,
is the particle number density and we approximate X d ≡ρ d /ρ g . In the case where convective stirring dominates, one requires
Alternatively, when the particle drift is dominated by the central gravity, then one requires
for the particles to reach the local fragmentation threshold.
To determine the local value of the particle size, we first determine a f from Equations (31) and (32). We set a d = a f if the corresponding collision time is short enough for the local fragmentation bound to be reached, as determined by either Equation (34) or (35). Otherwise, if collisional equilibrium is lost at some radius, then we freeze the particle size interior to this radius. Finally, we set an upper limit on the dust size of 0.1 cm, hence not allowing the dust to grow bigger than the injected pebbles. This overall method is analogous for the model of Birnstiel, Klahr, & Ercolano (2012) developed for disks.
Dust Transport
The transport of small dust grains through the envelope is governed by the advection-diffusion equation
Here, D tot is the total effective diffusion coefficient, and the second term on the right-hand side represents inward settling of the grains in the central gravitational field, V sett = −τ stop g(r)r = −τ stop GM (r)r/r 2 . Although settling can dominate turbulent stirring as a source of differential grain velocities in the inner envelope, the bulk transport of small grains is dominated by convection wherever it is present. The source functionρ dep represents continuous pebble accretion, and therefore is centered at the pebble destruction radius as determined via Equations (28) and (29). We convolvė ρ dep with a narrow normal distribution to enhance numerical stability.
We solve Equation (36) numerically using FiPy: A Finite Volume PDE Solver Using Python 2 (Guyer et al. 2009 ). Although D tot in principle receives a contribution from molecular diffusion, eddy diffusion completely dominates in convective zones, and the advection term dominates in radiative zones. Hence D tot D con , where
where H is the pressure scale height (corresponding to a mixing length equal to H), and St d is the dimensionless dust Stokes number St d = V con τ stop /H, with τ stop defined in Equation (27). The superadiabatic gradient ∇ − ∇ ad is determined using mixing length theory, following the prescription of Cox & Giuli (1968) . One first defines the ratio of convective to radiative conductivity,
where Q = (dρ/dT ) P is the coefficient of thermal expansion and C p the heat capacity at constant pressure, as derived from the EoS. We then define the quantity
Finally, the convective efficiency
is obtained by solving the polynomial equation
Once ζ is known, one immediately obtains the superadiabatic gradient ∇ − ∇ ad and the convective velocity from Equation (37).
Initial Conditions and Boundary Conditions
The envelope is initialized as a solution to the hydrostatic and radiative Equations (1)- (5) and (11)- (15) with uniform dust abundance
, and grain size a d = 1 µm (Table 2) . Constant boundary conditions ρ = ρ disk , T = T disk and X d = X d,disk are maintained at the outer computational boundary r = R max ∼ 1.5 R B . Grains are allowed to flow beyond this boundary and, since the external grain density is held fixed, this outflow represents a permanent loss to the disk. At the inner core-envelope boundary (r = R c ), we use a null flux boundary condition, meaning that grains remain in the envelope when reaching the core side of the grid, with no loss. (We show below that the mass flux of small grains due to radial drift is typically less than a percent ofṀ p at the inner boundary.) Note-In this paper, we only varyṀ p and L χ .
RESULTS
In this section we explore the time-dependent behavior of the accreted atmosphere, while it remains in thermal contact with the disk. For ease of comparison, we run simulations using a uniform set of parameters, as summarized in Table 2 . Our focus is on the early growth of a core, M c = 0.1 M ⊕ , which is significantly heavier than the bound planetesimals which have been found to collapse directly via the streaming instability in pebble-rich gas (Johansen & Lambrechts 2017) . Cores of around this fiducial mass were found in hydrodynamic simulations to accrete pebbles vigorously (Lambrechts, Johansen, & Morbidelli 2014) . The ambient disk temperature and H 2 /He mass density are taken to be T disk = 100 K and ρ disk = 10 −11 g cm −3 , corresponding to a position just outside the ice line, when about a Jupiter mass of gas remains in the disk. The corresponding Bondi radius is GM c µ g /kT disk ∼ 1 × 10 10 cm, and the outer boundary R max of the computational domain is set a factor of 1.5 larger. For the likely range of orbital semi-major axis, the core Hill radius lies about an order of magnitude outside its Bondi radius. The gas profile between these two radii may not be nearly spherical, and is not modelled here. Gas density and temperature are matched to the disk values at radius R max , and pebbles are introduced into the envelope in the manner described in Section 3.
When considering variations in envelope structure, we adjust only two quantities: the rescaled envelope luminosity,
with 0.01 ≤ L χ ≤ 1, and the pebble accretion rateṀ p (either 10 −6 or 10 −5 M ⊕ yr −1 ). This luminosity represents the sum of several sources, but is dominated by pebble and planetesimal accretion (Equation (16)). Because the pebbles are deposited mainly in the outer envelope, L χ andṀ p need not be closely related; we are therefore able to study increased envelope metallicity in combination with a reduced convective stress. The nominal planetesimal accretion rate is 1-10% of the pebble accretion rate (Lissauer 1987; Goldreich et al. 2004; Lambrechts, Johansen, & Morbidelli 2014) , but after scaling by L χ it is effectively reduced by up to a further factor of 100. We find strong reflux effects for L χ 0.1, corresponding to an effective planetesimal accretion rate that is only 0.1-1% of the pebble accretion rate.
Sandblasting and Sublimation of Pebbles
Infalling pebbles are rapidly eroded by collisions with small ambient grains and by sublimation, as is seen in Figure 2 . Destruction is almost complete a small distance inside the outer boundary of the computational domain. We show two cases, one in which the outer envelope is radiative (L χ = 0.01, M p = 10 −6 M ⊕ yr −1 ), and one in which convection extends beyond the Bondi radius (L χ = 1,Ṁ p = 10 −5 M ⊕ yr −1 ). Although destruction is faster in the presence of convection, secular drift in the central gravitational field is still strong enough to eliminate the pebbles quickly in the outer radiative part of a low-luminosity envelope.
Our finding that the pebbles disintegrate quickly after entering the computational domain reinforces the point that effects like sandblasting must be taken into account at larger distances from the core, e.g., near its Hill radius, where the gas flow is more complicated.
Thermal and Hydrostatic Structure of the Envelope
We now analyze the radial structure of the accreted envelope. Figure 3 shows the density and temperature profiles that are expected when the ice abundance in the envelope is fixed at a baseline 
The envelope is fully convective and adiabatic in both models with L χ = 1. A significant outer radiative layer remains in the model with L χ = 0.01, corresponding to the outer temperature plateau; the low luminosity allows the envelope to accrete a higher mass of nebular gas. value X ice = 10 −4 ; the rest of the model is left unchanged. When L χ = 1, the envelope is already fully convective and nearly adiabatic 200 yr after the start of the simulation. The temperature and density therefore show nearly power-law profiles. A wide radiative layer remains when L χ = 0.01, creating a temperature plateau that allows the atmosphere to attract significantly more gas, increasing the inner density.
The realistic case where accreted solids have equal ice and silicate abundances, X ice = X sil , consistent with in-situ observations for comet 1P/Halley (Jessberger & Kissel 1991) , is shown in Figure 4 . The temperature maintains a strong plateau outside the ice sublimation radius R sub (where X ice drops to zero), regulated by the exponential dependence of partial water vapor pressure on temperature. Within this plateau layer, the density rises exponentially inward, becoming orders of magnitude larger at radius R sub than in the ice-free models of Figure 3 . The envelope mass is therefore concentrated around radius R sub , although the binding energy is concentrated closer to the core boundary.
Evolution of the Envelope Mass and Metallicity in the Baseline Model
An example of the evolving mass profile of dust, ice, and water vapor is shown in Figure 5 . In this case, one sees that envelope growth levels off after ∼ 10 3 yr. Ice is present beyond a radius R sub = 4 × 10 9 cm, which marks the termination of the temperature plateau seen in Figure 4 . The growth of the total dust mass embedded in the envelope is shown in Figure 6 . It is possible to distinguish two regimes. When L χ = 0.3 and 1, for both values ofṀ p , the envelope becomes saturated with dust after a few thousand years, implying that convection is continuously ejecting most of the accreted solids back into the disk in the form of small grains. That is, On the other hand, when L χ = 0.01 the envelope continues to gain mass at a rate consistent with complete retention of the accreted pebble material. The transition between these two regimes is located near a luminosity L χ = 0.1, corresponding to continued envelope mass growth forṀ p = 10 −6 M ⊕ yr −1 , but not forṀ p = 10 −5 M ⊕ yr −1 . For reflux of dust to limit self-consistently the growth of solid mass in the envelope, the dust mass fraction must exceed the value (B12) derived in Appendix B.2, and in addition must exceed the bound (43). The evolving ratio of embedded dust mass to H 2 /He envelope mass is shown in Figure  7 for the models which produce a plateau in envelope mass. In all cases, the envelope starts with a near Solar metallicity of 10 −2 . Applying Equation (43) at the outer boundary of the computational domain gives
−5 M ⊕ yr −1 ) for a 0.1 M ⊕ core, in agreement with the two models with the higher pebble accretion rate. On the other hand, the suppression of the radiative layer is the stronger constraint at the lower accretion rate: Equation (B12) implies that
χ , also in approximate agreement with the relevant curves in Figure 7 . A strong contrast is found in the low luminosity model L χ = 0.01,Ṁ p = 10
, where the envelope continues to accrete gas, which compensates the linear growth in the dust mass by pebble accretion.
We note that these two constraints on X d are expected to vary with core mass, in the sense that dust expulsion becomes easier at higher core mass. When the accretion time M c /Ṁ p is fixed, one finds that condition (43) implies
c , since R B ∝ M c but V con is independent of core mass. On the other hand, the requirement that convection overwhelm the outer radiative layer requires a minimal X d ∝ M −2/3 c , meaning that this second constraint may becomes the stronger one at a sufficiently large core mass. In these respects, we have made a conservative choice of fiducial core mass. 
, L χ = 0.01 Figure 7 . Ratio of dust mass to H 2 /He mass in the envelope as a function of time, for several values of the luminosity and pebble accretion rate. Note-Columns 3-7 are evaluated after the accretion of gas and solids into the envelope has saturated due to convective reflux, and the envelope profile has stabilized. Column 3: total mass of H 2 /He. Column 4: total mass of ice, water vapor, and silicates. Column 5: binding energy of the envelope (volume integral of ρ(e − GM (r)/r)), where e is internal energy. Column 6: mass flux of small silicate particles through the lower boundary of the atmosphere due to radial drift,
Column 7: dust radius at the inner boundary of the envelope.
These models allow us to measure the efficiency with which pebbles accreted at the top of the atmosphere are absorbed by the core. The models imply a net flux of silicate material into the core, as controlled by the radial drift of dusts grains at the base of the convective envelope. In the models where the envelope mass reaches a plateau, this efficiency is very small, less than 10 −2 (see Table 3 ). The preceding results, which are summarized in Table 3 , can be readily understood in terms of the evolving position R rad−con of the radiative-convective boundary (Figure 8 ). For higher luminosities and pebble accretion rate, L χ = 0.3 and 1,Ṁ p = 10 −5 M ⊕ yr −1 , convection almost immediately extends past the Bondi radius. By contrast, the atmosphere begins with a significant radiative layer, Bondi Radius extending inside the Bondi radius, in the cases with a reduced luminosity or accretion rate,
This allows the dust opacity in the envelope to increase for hundreds to thousands of years, as the radiative-convective boundary pushes outward.
Since the convective eddies have a small but finite lifetime, there is a rapid limit cycle involving the transient appearance of a narrow radiative layer just interior to the computational boundary. This effect is driven by the accretion of low-metallicity gas, which then mixes with dusty material, forcing the convection back outward (Figure 8 ). This effect is, to some extent, an artifact of a onedimensional treatment of the convection. More realistically, the dust abundance is significantly larger in upflowing convective plumes than in gas accreted from beyond the Bondi radius, with the latter providing opacity holes through which much of the radiation escapes.
Dust Size Distribution
Details of the dust size distribution are shown in Figures 9 and 10 . The dust size is limited by fragmentation, either resulting from turbulent stirring (Equation (31)) or from secular drift (Equation (32)), with the drag law (Epstein or Stokes) being determined self-consistently. Figure 9 shows that turbulent fragmentation dominates near the Bondi radius, but the secular drift speed is higher inside ∼ 5 × 10 9 cm from the core. Although the equilibrium grain size is much larger in this intermediate part of the envelope (Figure 10 ), radiative diffusion is still effectively quenched due to the rapid inward rise in gas density associated with ice sublimation. A substantially larger dust size also results near the Bondi radius in cases where the outer envelope is radiative (e.g.Ṁ p = 10
and L χ = 0.3). Figure 9. Dust stopping time (Equation (27); yellow curves), grain radius a turb as limited by turbulent fragmentation (Equation (31); red curves) or by radial drift (Equation (32); blue curves), and gas convective speed (green curves), at times separated by 100 yr. The equilibrium grain size is given by the minimum of the red and blue curves, and is capped at the input size of 0.1 cm. HereṀ = 10 −5 M ⊕ yr −1 , and L χ = 1.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We have identified a strong constraint on the mechanism(s) by which ice and silicates are delivered to a growing planet that is embedded in a gaseous disk containing 0.1-1 cm sized solids ("pebbles"). We considered the early stages of core growth, focusing on the case of a 0.1 M ⊕ core that is immersed in a gaseous disk of Solar composition. This core immediately accretes a low-mass gaseous envelope, in which accreted pebbles rapidly disintegrate as the result of sublimation of water ice, collisions with other pebbles, and especially sandblasting by small grains that are suspended in ambient gas. Pebble accretion therefore triggers runaway growth in the grain mass fraction and, in consequence, the radiative opacity. The convective-radiative boundary is pushed outward until convective eddies extend beyond the planet's gravitational sphere of influence as defined by ambient disk conditions. The loss of dust and gas eventually counterbalances accretion, causing the solid mass in the envelope to plateau, and stalling planet growth.
These effects were demonstrated using a self-consistent model for the bound envelope, which includes the thermodynamics of water phase exchange, pebble destruction, dust collision and size evolution, convection in the mixing length approximation, multiple luminosity sources, dust transport handled using the advection-diffusion equation, analytical prescriptions for dust and gas radiative opacity, and tabulated non-ideal EOSs for water and hydrogen.
The luminosity passing through the envelope is sourced by the pebble accretion, and by a small planetesimal component amounting to 1-10% of the pebble influx, by mass. Although the pebble component of the luminosity is unavoidable, we performed the experiment of downscaling the luminosity by a factor 0.01 − 0.3 to see how this would affect the growth of the convective layer, and the , L χ = 1 Figure 10 . Evolution of the dust radius a d (solid lines) at intervals of 100 yr, for a range of luminosities and pebble accretion rates. Dashed lines: convective velocity. Comparison with Figure 9 shows that dust size is limited by turbulent fragmentation near the Bondi radius, and by drift-induced fragmentation in the inner envelope. The grain size shifts rapidly at the radius of complete water ice sublimation, due to a change in the fragmentation speed (Table 2) . Although a d increases sharply moving inward from the Bondi radius, the decrease in dust opacity is more than compensated by a rapid rise in density driven by sublimation of water ice.
onset of a dust-rich outflow. We found that the outflow is sustained for a suppression factor L χ > 0.1, corresponding to a planetesimal accretion rate 0.1-1% of the pebble accretion rate. The critical value of L χ below which a stable radiative layer emerges near the Bondi radius depends somewhat onṀ p . For the full fiducial luminosity (L χ = 1), the envelope is fully convective from the beginning, but when L χ was reduced to 0.1-0.3, a transient radiative layer is sustained for hundreds of years before the onset of full convection. Development of the model for a wider range of disk conditions (especially metallicity) and core mass will be carried out in future work.
Implications and Future Directions
1. The accretion rate of small pebbles onto planetary cores is strictly limited, with the feedback of convective expulsion generally becoming stronger as the core mass grows. Pebble destruction by sandblasting (Jacquet & Thompson 2014 ) may be important well beyond the quasi-spherical, bound envelope treated here. Hydrodynamic models of pebbles and gas interacting with a core must take into account the feedback of enriched gas back into the disk, and its effect on radiation transfer and gas entropy.
2. When the ambient disk temperature lies not too far below the sublimation temperature of water ice, there is a sharp gradient in gas density near the Bondi radius, associated with the absorption of heat by sublimating ice. This boundary exists even while the envelope remains thermodynamically coupled to the disk, that is, while it maintains a similar specific entropy.
3. Our models with a reduced luminosity -which fail to develop convection near the Bondi radius -maintain only a modest metallicity in the envelope in spite of rapid pebble accretion, typically less than 10 times Solar. That is because the accretion of pebbles is accompanied by the continued accretion of hydrogen and helium, as sublimating ice absorbs heat from the envelope and the gas component contracts and cools. In addition, the analytic arguments of Appendix B, which were validated by the numerical calculations, indicate that the envelope metallicity decreases with increasing core mass. Our models do not therefore demonstrate a viable route to the formation of of an icy planet more massive than 1 M ⊕ by the accretion of pebbles from a gas-rich disk, albeit based so far on a limited range of ambient conditions. If planetesimal accretion were entirely suspended, the core could accrete from the disk after it had become heavily enriched in metals, e.g., after the gaseous component had been almost entirely eliminated. By the same token, the formation of a Jovian planet may proceed without the formation of a substantial core (see, e.g., Lozovsky et al. 2017) . We should also emphasize that our procedure of rescaling the envelope luminosity was optimistic as regards the pebble contribution. In this regard, it is not clear that an outer radiative layer can ever be sustained in a bound envelope when pebbles accrete at the rate needed to build a 1-10 M ⊕ core.
4. We have not considered processes that might mix core material back into the envelope. In the generic situation considered here, the envelope has a higher entropy and lower metallicity than the core, meaning that the core-envelope boundary is not susceptible to either salt-fingering (higher metallicity and higher entropy on the outside) or semi-convection (lower metallicity and lower entropy on the outside). However, convective dredge-up could supplement the process of dust loading of a gas envelope by pebble accretion.
5. Ongoing pebble accretion has important implications for the retention of planetary atmospheres during a giant impact phase. The saturation in the growth of the envelope implies a strong bound on the gravitational binding energy of the envelope to the core. As a result, the impact of second, lower-mass body with core, followed by the absorption of some fraction ε splash of its mass into the envelope from the deceleration of impact splash, could suddenly unbind the envelope from the core. In the examples given in Table 3 , where the core mass and radius are M c = 0.1 M ⊕ and R c = 3600 km, the required mass of the captured body is only ∼ ε −1 splash E bind R c /GM c ∼ (1.8 − 6.6) × 10 −3 ε −1 splash M ⊕ , corresponding to a radius ∼ (1000 − 1500) ε −1/3 splash km for a rock-ice composition. 6. The calculation presented here could be generalized to the accretion of a high-entropy, dusty envelope around a planetary core that has previously acquired a more compact and relatively lowentropy atmosphere. The blocking of radiative energy loss from this compact atmosphere, combined with ongoing planetesimal accretion, could force the atmosphere to re-inflate and re-approach the Bondi radius as defined by ambient disk conditions.
The broad lesson here is that the structure of planetary atmospheres during the planet assembly phase can be dramatically altered by pebble accretion, and more generally is very sensitive to the mode of solid delivery. Here we motivate our choice of Rosseland mean opacity κ d,R (T ) for small grains (of radius a d λ max (T ) = hc/4.95 kT ). The grain opacity used in our atmosphere models is the minimum of this value and the geometric opacity κ geom (see Equation (23) 
Here ν = c/λ and B ν (ν, T ) is the Planck function. The opacity of small silicate-carbon grains, of density 2.5 g cm −3 is derived by Ossenkopf & Henning (1994) to be κ d = 7.0 cm 2 g −1 at λ = 1.3 mm (see their Figure 9 ). This corresponds to Q = 0.50 and a Rosseland mean
as weighted by gas mass. Equivalently, Q R (a d , T ) = 0.73 Q · 2πa d /λ max (T ) = 0.36 · 2πa d /λ max (T ). Ice coatings deposited by condensation onto silicate grain surfaces could reduce the opacity by a factor 1/(6 − 7) (Figure 9 of Ossenkopf & Henning (1994) ).
B. ANALYTIC MODEL OF THE CONVECTIVE ATMOSPHERE OF A LOW-MASS CORE
The adoption of a simple ideal gas atmosphere model allows an analytic exploration of how grain size, radiative efficiency, and convective reflux depend on the loading of solids in the atmosphere, the core mass, or the gas density in the surrounding disk. Our main goal in this section is to establish the range of parameters for which the radiation of binding energy from the growing core depends on continuous reflux of gas and dust across the Bondi radius and Hill radius of the core, that is, on a continuous exchange of material between boundary atmosphere and disk.
We are interested in the first stages of core formation, and therefore consider core masses M c low enough (∼ 0.1−1 M ⊕ ) that the gravitational acceleration toward the core is relatively weak compared with gas pressure gradient forces encountered near the Hill radius R H . Then the adiabatic, spherical temperature and density profiles around the core that connect smoothly to a uniform medium take the simple form T (r) = T disk 1 + R B r ρ(r) = ρ disk 1 + R B r 1/(γ−1)
.
We choose a ratio of specific heats γ = 1.4 and mean molecular weight µ = 2.3 m u as appropriate for an atmosphere dominated by H 2 /He, in which case the Bondi radius is
